ABSTRACT: The next generation of nonvolatile memory storage may well be based on resistive switching in metal oxides. TiO 2 as transition metal oxide has been widely used as active layer for the fabrication of a variety of multistate memory nanostructure devices. However, progress in their technological development has been inhibited by the lack of a thorough understanding of the underlying switching mechanisms. Here, we employed high-angle annular darkfield scanning transmission electron microscopy (HAADF-STEM) combined with two-dimensional energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (2D EDX) to provide a novel, nanoscale view of the mechanisms involved. Our results suggest that the switching mechanism involves redistribution of both Ti and O ions within the active layer combined with an overall loss of oxygen that effectively render conductive filaments. Our study shows evidence of titanium movement in a 10 nm TiO 2 thin-film through direct EDX mapping that provides a viable starting point for the improvement of the robustness and lifetime of TiO 2 -based resistive random access memory (RRAM).
INTRODUCTION
Nanoscale resistive random access memory (RRAM) cells are typically metal−insulator−metal (MIM) architectures where the insulator typically comprises a transition metal oxide thinfilm. RRAM cells are also known as memristors and due to their simple structure can be incorporated into devices with high density that function at low power and high speed (<10 ns). Memristive devices have the ability to switch the electrical resistance between high-resistive states (HRS) and low-resistive states (LRS) by application of an appropriate voltage. This behavior, called resistive switching (RS) makes them extremely valuable for memory applications, while more recently have also attracted interest from the neuromorphic community due to their "synapse-like" behavior. 1−4 The RS behavior that defines the dynamics of RRAM cells is still not well understood and remains a matter of debate despite the several mechanisms that have been suggested to date. 5, 6 One of the most frequently invoked is a filament-type mechanism, which is based on the formation of highly conductive reduced oxide phases perpendicular to the electrodes (conductive nanofilaments, CFs). 7−9 Formation of CFs is believed to occur as a consequence of internal redox reactions, due to migration of defects (oxygen vacancies or cation interstitials) or ions along the metal oxide thin film. 10 Commonly, it is the motion of oxygen vacancies that is considered to be responsible for the CFs formation and therefore RS in transition metal oxides. 11 However, very recently, it was also shown that metal cations play an important role in the RS process of memristive systems based on TiO x , TaO x , and HfO x thin films. 12 Until now, the identification of species responsible for RS process and formation of CFs is still a point of controversy in the scientific community. Moreover, due to their nanometric dimensions and their small number, direct localization and chemical characterization of CFs across the oxide film also remains a challenge. Morphological changes such cracks or protrusions of the metallic top electrode (TE) are often observed as result of RS in RRAM devices. 7,13−15 Several studies have shown that these defects could indicate possible critical regions of the film responsible for the RS switching, such as CFs. 16, 17, 11 However, atomic-scale studies of chemical changes occurring in the active oxide layer underneath the TE damage are still limited. 18 In particular, there is a lack of information on the relative distribution of atomic species (oxygen and transition metal) across the oxide upon application of a bias. Several transition metal oxides are of particular interest for RRAM such as TaO x , 19 HfO x , 20 NiO x , 21 WO x , 22 CuO, 23 and SrTiO x . 24 In this work, we focused our efforts in investigating TiO x , which is of interest because of its wide band gap, high thermal stability, and high dielectric constant and provides great opportunities for multistate memory capacity due to the intrinsic variety of possible chemical phases.
Even though metal oxides such as TaO x show better endurance than TiO x due to the presence of only two solid stable phases, 25, 26 the intrinsic variety of possible chemical phases offered by TiO x still provides valuable opportunities for engineering multistate memory capacity, in particular facilitating the understanding of the RS mechanism through highly advanced characterization techniques able to identify multiphase changes. 27 Moreover, the properties of TiO x and TaO x can be combined for fabrication of ultrahigh endurance bilayer devices. 28 In this work, we present an nanoscale chemical investigation of changes that occur along a cross-section of a Pt/TiO 2 /Pt based device due to switching. High-angle annular dark-field scanning transmission electron microscopy (HAADF-STEM) combined with two-dimensional energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (2D EDX) were used to investigate at atomic scale the distribution of chemical species across the active film as a consequence of switching and changes that occur at the interfaces between active layer and electrodes.
RESULTS
The RRAM device investigated here is based on a Pt (10 nm) top electrode (TE)/TiO 2 active layer (10 nm)/Pt (4 nm) bottom electrode (BE)/Ti (3 nm) adhesion layer stack fabricated on a SiO 2 /Si substrate, as schematically represented in Figure 1a . Figure 1b shows the optical image of the single device viewed from the TE with its active junction of 5 × 5 μm 2 . The high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HR-TEM) image of the device cross section reported in the inset of Figure 1b shows that the TiO 2 film is amorphous, as expected for a thin film deposited by reactive sputtering at room temperature. The device was electrically characterized without a postfabrication electroforming step. Even though a postfabrication electroforming step is frequently used in studies of metal oxide based RRAM elements to facilitate resistive switching, it also has negative effects that strongly influence the devices' operability 29 and lifetime 30 and cause unstable resistance states which can be avoided by an electroformingfree switching. 31 Electrical biasing of the device has been carried out through voltage sweeping both for assessing and modifying its resistive states. The corresponding current−voltage (I−V) curves are reported in Figure 1c .
The device was biased via two consecutive switching cycles that follow the sequence negative−positive−negative in the applied potential. A first cycle, represented by the red curve, where the voltage is continuously changed from −2 V to +2 V and back to −2 V and a second cycle, represented by the blue curve, where the voltage was changed from −2.5 to 2.5 V and back to −2.5 V. For both cycles, the applied voltage was increased in steps of 0.1 V. In the first cycle, the device exhibited bistable I−V behavior with a one order of magnitude OFF/ON resistive ratio at a reading potential of 0.5 V. In the second cycle, the device showed a threshold voltage V T of 1.6 V, with an OFF/ON resistive ratio of approximately 100. The device shows the typical memristive behavior with the resistance switching between high-resistive state (HRS) and low-resistive state (LRS). It is interesting to note that the devices show a nonzero crossing in their I−V characteristics, which indicates the existence of either a nanobattery effect as pointed out by Valov et al. 32 or is evidence for the coexistence of resistive, capacitive and inductive features in RRAM cells. 33 In order to investigate the changes occurred into the device that shows the highest conductivity, in the present work we have focused our attention on the device left in the LRS state.
The surface morphology of the active junction of the pristine device (before switching) and of the device after electrical switching into LRS state was first investigated by scanning the TE surface using Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM). The TE surface of the pristine device ( Figure 2a ) was found to be uniform and defect-free. On the contrary, the TE surface of the switched LRS device (Figure 2c) shows severe localized damage with defect heights up to 30 nm. In particular, the phase image of the LRS device reported in Figure 2d , clearly shows the presence of surface cracked protrusions 100−500 nm 
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Research Article wide, absent in the phase image of the pristine device shown in Figure 2b . The formation of highly localized cracks has been considered an indication of the formation of reduced conductive filaments terminating at the interfacial defects, and thus their presence may be considered evidence supporting the filamentary switching mechanism. 11 To document and develop an understanding of the physicochemical transformations occurring after switching into LRS, a Focused Ion Beam (FIB) cross-sectional lamella was extracted from the pristine device and two different lamellas were extracted from the LRS device, one in a region where the TE is undamaged (along the line 1 indicated in Figure 2c ) and one in a region where the TE is severely damaged that could indicate a critical region of the film responsible for the RS switching (along the line 2 indicated in Figure 2c ). High-angle annular dark-field scanning transmission electron microscopy (HAADF-STEM) images of the lamellas extracted from the pristine device and from the LRS device under an undamaged and under a damaged area are reported in Figure 3a −c, respectively.
The stack of the device's layers, i.e., Pt/TiO 2 /Pt is clearly visible in all HAADF-STEM images and is depicted in Figure  3a . STEM images taken in HAADF mode are very sensitive to the variation in the atomic numbers of the atoms in the samples (Z-contrast images). In particular, heavy elements appear with brighter contrast and lighter element appear with darker contrast. Therefore, the brightest areas in the images are due to Pt BE and TE. HAADF-STEM images of the pristine ( Figure  3a) and LRS device underneath an undamaged area (Figure 3b ) are quite similar. However, the image of the LRS device underneath a damaged area (Figure 3c) clearly shows a delamination of the TE from the active TiO 2 layer. Delamination is often ascribed to the development of O 2 gas underneath the TE due to the reduction of Ti 4+ to Ti 3+ as consequence of a CF formation, according to the following reaction:
13,11,5
It has to be noted that the cross section showing the delaminated TE in Figure 3c is about 50 nm across which is consistent with the range of CF diameters reported in the literature: 3−10 nm, 7 10−30 nm, 34 and 30−50 nm. 35 The corresponding energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) chemical maps for the pristine device, LRS device underneath an undamaged area and underneath a damaged area reported in Figure 3d −f, respectively. The maps clearly show the device heterostructure and reveal the relative position of the different elements. Oxygen, represented in red, is located in the SiO 2 layer, titanium, represented in green, is located in the thin layer underneath the BE and in the active film and finally platinum, represented in blue, is located in the BE and TE regions. In agreement with HAADF-STEM images, the EDX map for the unaffected area of the LRS device (Figure 3e ) shows no significant changes compared to the EDX map of the pristine device (Figure 3d ). However, underneath the damaged area (Figure 3f ), changes at the interface between active layer and TE are observed. In particular, Ti seems to migrate from the active layer toward the TE. In order to further investigate changes in elemental chemical distribution across the film, filtered 2D EDX maps of the individual elements Pt, Ti, and O are reported in Figure 4 .
The EDX map for the pristine device (Figure 4a ) shows no significant changes compared to the unaffected area of the LRS device (Figure 4b ). However, significant changes in the Ti and O distribution across the film are observed underneath the damaged area of the LRS device (Figure 4c ). In particular, the Ti concentration is higher toward the TE region, whereas the O concentration seems to decrease in the same direction. In order to better visualize these atomic migrations, summed columnar profiles were derived from the EDX maps, reported in Figure 5 .
The line profiles were scaled to the same physical widths and aligned at the center of the BE. This presentation of the data highlights the changing average O:Ti ratios and elemental 
Research Article distribution across the TiO 2 film. The O:Ti ratio for the pristine device (Figure 5a ) and for the LRS device under the undamaged area (Figure 5b ) is similar and higher than 1. However, the O:Ti ratio of the area underneath a defect TE (Figure 5c ) is substantially different and varies across the film. In particular, it was found to be around 1 in the proximity of the BE and around 0.5 at the TE. These results indicate the formation of a TiO x reduced phase in the region underneath the defect, with an increased degree of reduction toward the TE.
This line scan also indicates the delamination of the interface between the oxide film and the TE, which was concurred through the EDX maps and HAADF-STEM shown in Figure  3f ,c, as a significant drop in intensity for all elements around the 22 nm position. The line scans also indicate transition regions between electrodes and the active film which are caused by diffusion predominantly of Ti and O along grain boundaries in Pt.
DISCUSSION
Our results argue that in the LRS device, the changes across the active area are not uniform. The nonuniformity is first observed macroscopically in the AFM images that show the formation of numerous cracks of the TE in localized regions. It has been reported that these deformations could indicate critical RS regions, where CFs are formed. 36 In particular, it has been suggested that these irreversible morphological deformations are caused by the development of oxygen gas at the interface TiO 2 /TE due to formation of reduced TiO x phases which aggregate in CFs. 17, 11, 15 The nonuniform changes caused by the switching are also reflected at atomic scale as the areas underneath TE defects show significant changes in terms of O 
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Research Article and Ti atomic ratios compared to the undamaged regions supporting the existence of localized regions of the film with different stoichiometry. In particular, EDX line scans show that the O:Ti ratio decreases in these regions, leading to an increase in the metallic character of the TiO 2 film through the formation of localized reduced phases and consequently to an increase in conductivity. Formation of localized conductive regions underneath the TE defects suggest that these regions can be considered responsible for the RS mechanism. This result is in agreement with previous work on similar systems obtained using other techniques such as HR-TEM and electron diffraction. 7 The indication that the regions underneath the TE defects are critical areas in the RS process is further supported by the fact that the atomic distribution of O and Ti varies across the film in the direction perpendicular to the electrodes, along the same direction where the potential gradient is applied. An interesting finding is the decrease of O concentration and the increase of Ti in the region toward the TE. Although the EDX maps do not provide information on oxidation states, it is not unreasonable to expect that the Ti species migrating in the LRS device beneath the defect are Ti 3+ ions as the formation of cracks in the TE has been ascribed to the development of O 2 gas as a consequence of the reduction of Ti 4+ to Ti
3+
. As reduced Ti species are responsible for the formation of CFs, we believe that Ti 3+ moves toward the TE and participates in formation of CF that eventually connects the BE to the TE bringing the device into the LRS state. To date, the majority of the mechanism presented in literature, are based exclusively on movement of oxygen ions and oxygen vacancies, and the role of metal and cation interstitials is neglected. Our results prove that titanium is mobile upon biasing and that it migrates toward the TE. This finding suggests that both oxygen and metal species play a significant role in the RS of TiO 2 . Oxygen vacancies are often considered the species responsible for RS in transition metal oxides due to the fact that they have a better mobility than the metal cations at room temperature. However, cation mobility cannot be neglected at higher temperatures. Due to the high current density flowing through the CF, the temperature of metal oxides increases dramatically in these localized regions (Joule heating). 37, 38 In particular, our recent X-ray spectromicroscopy experiment performed on similar Pt/TiO x /Pt systems suggests that the temperature locally reaches up to 1000 K. 27 This finding is also complemented by the recent work of Wedig et al. 12 where Scanning Tunnelling Microscopy studies on 2 nm memristive oxides thin films gave clear evidence that the cations in thin films of TiO x are mobile under the influence of the electric field and participate in the RS process in competition with oxygen vacancies. Moreover, high cation mobility was also observed in TiO 2−x at high temperature 39 but also in thin films grown at room temperature. 40 Therefore, we believe that the mobility of titanium should not be excluded when discussing the switching mechanism in TiO 2 , in particular when considering the high temperatures caused by Joule heating.
CONCLUSIONS
Nanoscale 2D EDX maps in combination with microscopy techniques were employed to demonstrate that the switching in TiO 2 -based RRAM devices involves changes in atomic concentrations and differences across the width of the active layer that indicate the existence of conduction pathways consisting of reduced regions of the film. Importantly, we have demonstrated that both oxygen as well as titanium species are redistributed within the device after electrical switching, proving that the movement of titanium cations plays a role in the RS of TiO 2 thin films.
EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
5.1. Device Preparation. The Pt/TiO 2 /Pt/Ti based devices were fabricated on an oxidized (200 nm SiO 2 ) 4-in. Si wafer. BE and TE were fabricated using conventional optical lithography, electron-beam evaporation followed by a lift-off process, with BE and TE composed of Ti/Pt (3 nm/4 nm) and Pt (10 nm), respectively. The Ti film in the BE served as adhesive layer for the Pt BE. A 10 nm TiO 2 layer was then deposited using reactive sputtering from a stoichiometric TiO 2 target using a RF power of 300 W and an Ar flow of 12 sccm. The active layer area was patterned using optical lithography followed by wet etching of TiO 2 in acidic solution containing HF:H 2 O (1:50) for 2 min.
5.2. Electrical Characterization of Devices. All devices were electrically characterized on wafer, by sweeping the voltage applied to the TE, while maintaining the BE earthed, via a Keithley 4200 semiconductor characterization system. The probe/point contacts to the TE and BE of the devices under test were realized through a pair of Wentworth probe-needles, using a Wentworth Laboratories AVT 702 semiautomatic prober. The current−voltage characteristics were studied by quasi-static voltage sweeping measurement.
5.3. Structural/Chemical Characterization. AFM maps were acquired by a MultiModeNanoscope V AFM (Veeco Metrology Group) in contact mode using commercial Pt/Ir coated Si tips (Bruker, SCM-PIC) with a cantilever spring constant of 0.2 N/m and a set point of 0.5 Hz.
The HR-TEM micrograph was recorded on a FEI Titan 80/300 microscope operating a 300 kV located at Imperial College, London, U.K.
A probe-aberration-corrected FEI Titan G2 80−200 electron microscope equipped with 4 SuperX-detectors (ChemiSTEM) was used to collect HAADF-STEM images as well as 2D EDX maps of all samples. The EDX quantification was done using the Esprit 1.9 (Bruker) software package. The quantification is based on the thin-foil Cliff-Lorimer ratio method with calculated k factors and was done pixel by pixel from 256 × 256 pixel maps. For each EDX spectrum recorded, the background is subtracted, the peaks are fitted and deconvoluted, and calculated k factors are used to determine the various element concentrations (statistical error of one sigma). A lateral resolution of 1 nm was used for the EDX analysis.
FIB lamellas less than 100 nm thick were prepared using the lift-out technique in order for the accelerated beam of electrons to pass through the sample. In order to minimize FIB damage, before proceeding with the lateral milling, we have deposited a very thick metallic protecting layer on the surface of the damaged top electrode. When performing the lateral milling, we have proceeded with progressive lower energies with a very low final energy FIB polishing step (below 2 keV). 
